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Queues
In England, a line in a supermarket is called a queue. The data structure that we
call a "queue" works just like a supermarket line: objects join the line at the back,
and gradually make their way to the front, where they are removed from the line. We say that a queue is
first-in, first-out (unlike a stack, which is first-in, last-out).

public interface Queue {
   void enqueue(Object value);
   Object dequeue();
   Object peekFront();
   boolean isEmpty();
}
Just as we did with stacks, we will represent a queue as a list, with objects being added
on at the right and removed at the left. The order in which you read the objects is the
order in which they will be removed. So, if I enqueue first "A", then "B", then "C", the queue is now in the
state shown to the right, with "A" ready to be the first dequeued.

In this example, notice that it does not matter how many objects I enqueue at a time or how many I dequeue
at a time; the order coming out is the same as the order in which I put them in.

Queue queue = new LinkedList();
queue.enqueue(new Integer(1));
queue.enqueue(new Integer(2));
queue.dequeue();              // returns 1
queue.enqueue(new Integer(3));
queue.dequeue();              // returns 2
queue.dequeue();              // returns 3

. 1 Read through the code below, and for each call to dequeue(), isEmpty(), or peekFront(),
state what value will be returned.

Queue queue = new LinkedList();
queue.enqueue("A");

queue.dequeue();

queue.isEmpty();

queue.enqueue("B");
queue.enqueue("C");

queue.peekFront();

queue.isEmpty();

queue.dequeue();

queue.dequeue();



. 2 Suppose that queue contains three String values. Write code that will remove each from the
queue, put a number before it, and put it back on the queue. So, if my queue was previously, as shown
to the left below, I would change it to be as shown to the right.

| "A" "B" "C"        ->        | "1. A" "2. B" "3. C"

(A loop is a more elegant way to do this, but not required.)

. 3 The code below will dequeue everything in queue, pushing them onto stack as they are removed.
Then it will pop them all back off stack and enqueue them in queue again. What does this
accomplish?
Hint: Make yourself some sample lists and try it out.

stack = new Stack();
while(!queue.isEmpty()) {
   stack.push(queue.dequeue());
}
while(!stack.isEmpty()) {
   queue.enqueue(stack.pop());
}

. 4 Challenge: Suppose that queue contains all Integer values. You can get the value of an
Integer as a plain int by using its intValue() method. Write code below that will sum up the
values of all the Integers on queue.
(Hints: You will need a variable to keep track of the sum. Then you will want to keep dequeueing
Integer values and adding their intValue()'s to the sum, until the queue is empty.)


